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Abstract

This white paper focuses on the management perspective of different project proposal evaluation methodologies in the procurement processes. Our goal is to introduce in details as to how proposal evaluations take place in procurement management processes using both literatures and industrial experience. We list out building blocks of the process, types of models and methodologies, evaluate and unified different processes and models. We also highlight insights on what you can do to win the contracts. The references are mostly from Information Technology industry and academia literature.

The in depth technical, environmental evaluation attributes will only be highlighted in this paper. The details would not be addressed in this paper.

Background

What is a technology proposal evaluation? This is too broad just to write one paper and describe all the varieties. In short, I would like to highlight some problem statements we can see in our real life?

For example,

- Which consulting companies we should choose to set up our system solutions?
- Which vendor products we should purchase for a particular purpose and why?
- What is the better software and application architecture between A and B?
- What is a better solution architecture and why?
- What is a better OS with better hardware with better DBMS in better server farms to host this mission critical application?
- Is it still a good architecture/technology after disasters/pitfalls happened? (Out of scope of this paper)

Although there are many technical details involved in making such decisions, we focus on what managers should do to make those decisions. Managers make such decision heavily based on technical advice from architects and independent consultants. What technical attributes an architect should consider will be discussed in another paper.
How bidding and proposal evaluation fits in the procurement process?

Above is the procurement process in the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) 4th version [1]. We are somewhere between evaluation plan procurements and conduct procurements and how evaluation fits in the process.

What are the Building Blocks?

1) Input and Output:
   - Input -> We would like to buy something or to do something
   - Output -> We choose/buy vendor A/company A to do this projects.

2) Involving Parties
   Concept of Stakeholder, people related to the project [2]. I will categories how the decision was made based on three forces. Following is the “Three Parties Model”.
• The people who pay the money (financial and political perspective)
• The people who use the technology (usage and business perspective)
• The people who build and manage the technology (technology development, project and operation management)
• Independent evaluation team (neutral and external, not counted in the three parties)

The people who pay the money have the biggest power. Cost involves the cost of building the solution, and also the cost of managing the solution in the long term. The Sponsors won’t pay the money unless they have good inputs from the other parties.

The ultimate driver of the technology is the business user. However the feedback from users is benefits driven and not cost driven. Their requirements may end up costing the Sponsors a lot of money, as well as costing developers and administrators lots of time and effort.

3) Types of Evaluation Tools and Methods
- Questionnaires, prototype, simulation, analytical, data collection, data analysis, hypothesis, force field analysis, and hierarchy decision process, or weighted average metrics, iterative feedback

4) Principles
   Cost and benefits (ROI) [2]
   - Cost - how much I need to pay
   - Benefits
     o Make money
     o Save money
     o Look good
     o Feel good

5) Most simple high-level steps
   - Develop criteria and define requirement
   - Request for proposals (open for bids)
   - Evaluation and selections
   - Resulting contract clauses, terms and conditions

6) Bidder Instructions and Guidelines
   - Bidder Instructions and Information
   - Proposal requirements
   - Evaluation and selection criteria.
   - Additional requirements
   - Resulting contract clauses
   - Appendix
### Bidder Instructions and Guidelines
(Details from Federal Government Agencies)

| Bidder Instructions and Information | - Scope of requirement  
|                                    | - Requirement categories (mandatory, rated, information)  
|                                    | - Revision departmental name  
|                                    | - Standard instructions clauses and conditions  
|                                    | - Priority of document for request for proposal (request for proposal, SOW (Statement of Work), pricing tables, resulting contract clauses, hardware, licensed software, contractor intellectual property, general conditions, long form, security requirements checklist)  
|                                    | - Bid receiving and proposal delivery address,  
|                                    | - Previous communication between government and bidder. (Should be based on this document)  
|                                    | - Enquires – solicitation stage (bid solicitation must be directed only to contracting authority)  
|                                    | - Amendments to request for proposal  
|                                    | - Amendments to bidder proposal,  
|                                    | - Ownerships of proposals  
|                                    | - Rights of Clients (accept any proposal, reject proposals, cancel requirement, reissue requirement, request clarification, accept or waive, minor mistakes error with no change in the price quoted)  
|                                    | - Proposal and pre-award costs  
|                                    | - Procurement business number  
|                                    | - Joint venture proposals  
|                                    | - Bidders responsibilities  
|                                    | - Approval and funding  
|                                    | - Reference to Information not contained in the proposal (websites address, technical manuals) |
| Proposal requirements | - Security requirements (security clearance)  
- Presentation and structure of proposals, (financial proposal, terms and conditions, technical proposal section, supporting information)  
- Contents of proposal – general (legal name and status, bidder contact, content, identification of confidential information)  
- Validity of proposal  
- Technical proposal (article by article response to the SOW, information SOW, requirements, technical brochures and supporting documents, pre-printed bidder documentation)  
- Financial proposal, (Tax, proposed pricing, firm requirement, optional requirement, financial capability, past history financial statements, short term financing)  
- Terms and conditions proposal (validity of proposal, article by article response to section RFP, certifications and signed pages, article by article response of RFP, comply, do not comply, not applicable)  
- Contract options  
- Reference to existing document  
- Bidder’s representative  
- Sole bid – price support (Current published price, copies of paid invoices of good and services, a price breakdown, price or rate certifications, other supporting documentation) |
| Evaluation and selection criteria | - Evaluation team (independent consultant, or government resource, contact reference)  
- Information on capabilities (review of financial status, ensure proper performance)  
- Evaluation and selection methodology (varies)  
- Clarifications. |
| Additional requirements | - Applicable laws  
- Training documentation  
- Non-disclosure agreement  
- Authority to grant license  
- Contractor program for employment equity (social welfare) |
### Resulting contract clauses

- Security requirement
- Revision of departmental name
- Standard clauses and conditions
- Conditions
- Priority of documents
- Requirement
- Contract period
- Optional requirements
- Software licensing
- Shrink wrap licenses
- Delivery
- Redesign or reorganization of client
- Authorities
- Agency restricting
- Contract’s representative
- Basis of payment
- Basis of payment – options
- Professional services
- Time verification
- Liability for changes
- Time verification
- Liability for changes
- Maintenance price protection – after option periods
- Goods and services tax or harmonized sales and tax
- Inspection and acceptance
- Site regulations
- Government service contract payments
- Foreign nationals (local company)
- Foreign nationals (foreign company)
- Method of payment
- Termination/refund to Company
- Invoicing instructions
- Applicable laws
- Federal contractor’s program for employment equity – certification
- International sanctions
- Modification of general conditions 9601 – Long form
- Limitation of liability
- Intellectual property right infringement
- Alternative dispute resolution

### Appendix

- SOW, pricing tables, proof of proposal testing, security requirements checklist, definitions

---

**Request for Proposal**

A request for proposal (referred to as RFP) is an invitation for suppliers, often through a bidding process, to submit a proposal on a specific commodity or service.
Principles, Request for Proposal

- Understand request
- Financial proposals
- Technical proposals
- Article to article response (compliance, non compliance, not applicable)
- Terms and conditions proposals
- Proven financial and technical track record

RFP Examples

Request for Proposal Example 1 (Another Canadian University)

1) Purpose of the RFP
2) Company background (Some statistical information of users)
3) Goal of having a solution at the organization. (Vision)
4) Key objectives (disclosed evaluation criteria) set of high level characteristics, such as improve administration, improve security, minimize complexity, increase efficiency, improve overall management, improve compliance, leverage standards, position for the future, enable integration.
5) Scope related to other external components with other enterprise
6) Acceptance Test (proof of concept). If award contract, (insurance, employee liability insurance)
7) Function requirement/specification

Request for Proposal Example 2 (Canadian University)

1) Company profile.
2) Understanding client objectives. (Vision)
3) Company meets client objective (security best practice and approach and methodology, and proven track record)
4) Offer a property methodology, successful IDM solution and team of high skilled professionals.
5) Approach to project management

Request for Proposal Example 3 (US State Library)

1) Demonstration of understanding of scope of project and purposes, address vendor strategy to meet each requirement, functionality exists in vendor’s system, vendor strategy for maintaining and supporting the system, describe the resources currently available and to be dedicated to ongoing support for this software
2) Link to demonstrate both compliant search target
3) Demonstration of the system, (bidder conference)

Different evaluation methodologies and comparison

Simplistic Industrial Models

Canadian Federal Government Agency (Evaluation and selection methodology)

- Phase 1: Terms and condition, financial and technical proposal, evaluation of mandatory requirements.
- Phase 2: Evaluation against the rated requirements.
- Phase 3: Financial Evaluation
- Phase 4: Ranking of bids – both technical merits and price based on highest combined rating of technical merit and price, where technical merits is 25%
and price is 75% of total points. Lowest technical compliance proposal will be chosen.

- Phase 5: Proof of proposal – test phase (10 working days), evaluation will document the result, determine the proposed solution meet mandatory requirement of RFP.
- Phase 6: Contractor selection – (met all mandatory requirement, overall passed mark of the rated criteria, overall combination price and technical merit, has passed the POC test), would granted an award.

**Canadian University** (Evaluation and selection methodology)

- Initial selection: Vendors should summarize how each component or relevant service in the product family addresses the requirements outline.
- Selected few submissions: Technical Q & A session -> final check lists preferred vendor selection (metrics), (features and performance (25%), reputation and viability (25%), total cost of ownership (50%).

**Complex Theoretical Models and processes**


**Legal Software**: extension the ISO 14598 evaluation process with a novel evaluation framework - “A process for evaluating legal knowledge-based systems based upon the Context Criteria Contingency-guidelines Framework” (complex)
• Four quadrant model
• Verification criteria: Canvas aspects of technology ‘in the small’ i.e. at the program rather than the infrastructure level
• Credibility and acceptability of a system to people ‘in the small’ i.e. at the individual rather than organizational level.
• Criteria from this quadrant are concerned with aspects of technology ‘in the large’ or technical issues beyond the immediate program or system level
• Mainly associated with people ‘in the large’ i.e. beyond the considerations of an individual, however criteria associated with personal impacts have been included here for convenience. Criteria canvas the impact of the system upon its environment, including tasks, people, the parent organization and beyond. Personal impact criteria include effects on job satisfaction, personal productivity, motivation and morale, health, welfare and safety including stress exposure and impacts upon privacy and personal ethics. Changes in working conditions, participation and involvement, autonomy and social interaction can also be measured. Social factors, ethics and integrity, can also be canvassed
• A ‘contingency’ is the possibility that something may occur in the future. A ‘contingency-guideline’ is a suggestion on how to deal with it.
Educational Applications of State Organization: Collaborative process for evaluating new educational technologies

- Emphasize a pilot and incremental and iterative feedback
- There is a lot of time between pilot and the decision making
- Better and more through evaluation, but takes more time at the beginning

Collaborative Hierarchical fuzzy TOPSIS Model for selection among logistics information technologies [6]

- Introduce fuzziness and multi-facet-ness
- Views the problem with m alternatives as a geometric system with m points in the n-dimensional space
- Defines an index called similarity (or relative closeness) to the positive-ideal solution and the remoteness from the negative-ideal solution.
Discussion and Tips

- When we observe the typical outcomes of technology management and investment appraisal and technology there is still a wide variation in how evaluation of technology is carried out and the results that are achieved. What has been learnt so far however is that as organizational goals and circumstances change, so do/should the appraisal process. [7]

- The process and nature of evaluating and making technology decisions requires continual experience and applied knowledge in order to succeed. I fear that there is a real risk of trying to do too much, to over-analyse, to over-evaluate; thereby intrinsically increasing complexity and widening choice and uncertainty. [7]
• Technical evaluation can be very different in different situations. For example, software/application (architecture), solution systems selection, vendor selection, planned (before using) or unplanned (disasters), bidder’s evaluation, different nature of the problem may turn out to have totally different evaluation models.

• There are at least three types of stakeholders driving the evaluation. The people who pay the money, people who develop and manage the operations, and people who use the systems. They have conflicting goals although eventually they are subject to financial and political perspectives.

• The major consideration for a bid is financial. Don’t think technical merits are that important. However, there are limitations of any industrial evaluation process that overemphasize the short term financial benefits, and didn’t consider enough the long-term financial benefits, which are usually related to technical merits.

• If you want to win a contract, there is an implication that you can squeeze the cost by trading off some of the technical merits.

• In order to save time and effort in considering everything, companies request a proven track record, and the financial status of the bidding contractors. This serves as a cognitive shortcut for the buyers to avoid spending effort evaluating the proposals.

• In many industrial experiences, the evaluation process is relatively short. With limited time and resource budget, it is hard to have a thorough evaluation. No one has the money to cover the cost in technical evaluation. All the evaluation methods used are relatively lightweight and only consider verification, credibility and acceptability criteria. The infrastructure and impact criteria can only be fulfilled after a procurement decision has been made.

• From some of the federally funded, large scale, or academia research based projects (mostly in the US), the evaluation process can be quite long and well funded. It emphasizes building of a pilot, phase based, incremental and iterative and collaborative methodology. It ensures all four quadrants of criteria and contingency guidelines would be considered before the contract is granted.

• There is a paradox between having a finer evaluation before or after the contract is awarded. On one hand, having a better evaluation at the beginning may save us from making the wrong architectural decision at the end and cost us tremendous money to fix or change the solutions. On the other hand, we may want to only do what is absolutely necessary at the beginning. Things may change during the implementation and doing too much at the beginning may introduce risks, hinder future decisions and be redundant.

• We may be able to put the evaluation activities in an “onion model”. In the core of the onion we have basic analytical evaluation and definition of evaluation and criteria. The next layer would include verification, credibility and acceptability; the outermost layer would include infrastructure, impact, pilot, models, iteration, collaboration, fuzziness and multi-facet-ness. The more outer the layer, the better quality and higher cost of the evaluation techniques. Enterprise can choose the sophistication of the evaluation of the process based on their needs and available budget. Also different layers of evaluation can be put into different phase of the projects, some before the bid awarded - some after awarded.
Conclusion

Contract bid and technology proposal evaluation impacts the business decision of a project, i.e. to open a project. Choosing the right methodologies to make a correct decision is important to the buyer. Hitting the important points and address the needs with the right solution design at a reasonable cost is important to the seller. Bear in mind a technology proposal evaluation is not technical. Technical evaluation is only a subset of the whole evaluation. It is driven by financial and organizational political factors. Neglecting thorough technical analysis and technical merits may end up costing you more and make your business look very bad at the end.
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